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Clinch River breeder reactor sodium fire protection system
design and development
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N. N. KAUSHAL, Clinch River Breeder Reactor Project

INTRODUCTION
1. The Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant
(CRBRP) is a 375-MWe sodium-cooled fast breeder
reactor power plant designed and developed 1n a
cooperative effort by the United States govern-
ment, private industries, and electric utility
companies. The plant des"ijn incorporates many
advanced technology features. To assure the
protection of the public and plant equipment,
improbable accidents were hypothesized to form
the basis for the design of safety systems.
One such accident 1s the postulated failure of
the Intermediate Heat Transfer System (IHTS)
piping within the Steam Generator Building
(SGB), resulting In a large-scale sodium fire.
Evaluation of the consequences of this accident
showed that:

. Structural concrete temperatures could
exceed the design allowables for maintain-
ing cell Integrity and the IHTS loop sepa-
ration required to assure reactor decay
heat removal capability.

. The combustion product aerosols released
to the atmosphere could pose a problem to
the operation of plant safety-related
equipment by being ingested Into other
plant areas, into the air intakes of air-
cooled reactor decay heat removal equip-
ment, and Into the deisel generators.

. Unacceptably high concentrations of hydro-
gen in the cell could be generated as a
consequence of sodium-concrete reactions
or as a consequence of the reaction of
sodiua with vater vapor released fro*
heated concrete.

This paper discusses the design and development
of plant features to reduce the consequences of
the accident to acceptable levels. These fea-
tures were developed through an evolutionary
process. Initially* the major attention was
directed to reducing the consequences of a
sodiua pool fire. A simple, passive sodiua
fire suppression desk system was devised to
contain and rapidly suppress a sodium pool
fire. However, early test results of this
systea indicated that the effects from sodiua
spray burning on structural concrete tempera-
tures and aerosol release were underestimated
by an order of Magnitude. These results led to
additional design solutions to Mitigate the
sodiua spray contribution to the accident sce-
nario. In order to verify the effectiveness of
the design solutions, Rockwell International's
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Energy Systems Group conducted the largest
sodium spill test ever atteapted. These tests
demonstrated that large sodiua leaks can be
safely controlled in a sodiua-cooled nuclear
power plant.

Accident Scenario
T. The accident under consideration is a Teak
in the 61-cut-diameter IHTS hot leg piping in
the SGB. A conservative assumption Is made
that no action is taken to trip the punp in the
leaking loop or to drain the loop. The leakage
1s assumed to occur through a circular opening
with an area equal to 1/2 the pipe diameter
times 1/2 the pipe wall thickness. The leak
results in an initial discharge rate of
•200 I/a at JOO°C sodiua. A total of 150,000 1
of sodiua 1s leaked over a 45-ain period.

3. The leak size was developed first by
selecting a leak criterion and second by
reviewing prior experience and conducting tests
to assure that the criterion conservatively
bounds all realistic leaks. Based on a review
of reported Teak incidents, the aost coraroon
leaks of any consequence have occurred from
piping rather than coaponents. In addition,
the Nuclear Regulatory Contission and the light
water reactor industry have established the
above size criterion for through-wall cracks in
piping for moderate energy fluid systems
(KEFS). Therefore, following this precedent,
the MEFS -leak criterion was selected. The con-
servatisa of this criterion was confirmed by
mechanistic analyses and through a series of
pipe fatigue, burst, and corrosion tests.

4. For accident modeling purposes, the leak
was Initially characterIzed as a high-velocity
jet of sodiua that exits from the pipe with no
attenuation by the piping insulation. Subse-
quently, the jet was broken up by iapact with
the building structure and/or equipment to fora
a K>0% spray of small droplets^over a large
area.

Initial Design Approach
V. The initial concern in design 1
aodate the accident was to provide a aeafta#for
collecting the spilled sodiua so as to prevent
chemical reactions of the sodiua pool and the
concrete floor and to suppress poof burring. A
catch pan fire suppression deck system covering
tae cell floor was designed for this purpose.
The system, shown schematically .ifluJHgure 1.
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Figure 1. Catch Pan Fire Suppression Deck System

consists of in insulated steel container (catch
pan) covered with a commercially available cor-
rugated steel cover (fire suppression deck)
equipped with drain and vent pipes. Spilled
sodiuir, Impacting onto the fire suppression deck
flows through the drain pipes Into the catch
pan. Following a sodium spill, the pipes re-
main filled with sodium and the bulk liquid
pool is isolated from the cell atmosphere. The
pool burning surface area 1s effectively re-
duced to the surface area of the sodium within
the drain pipes. This ares can be controlled
by selecting the number and size of the drain
pipes to provide the level of fire suppression
effectiveness desired. In CRBRP, the drain
pipes were selected to reduce the effective
poo"! surface area by a factor of approximately
1/250. Hot gases are vented to the cell atmos-
phere through vent pipes equipped with self-
closing lids. Burning 1n the drain pipes 1s
terminated when the pipes become plugged with
combustion products. The Insulation under the
catch pan and »roijr>d the side walls Units the
heat transfer to the Cv^crete structure.

6. To protect the cell froa overpressuriia-
tion, hot gases are vented to the atmosphere
through the main heating, ventilating, and air
conditioning (HVAC) exhaust stack. This stack
Is provided with redundant, normally open, clo-
sure devices that can be closed fallowing the
pressure pulse. The HVAC intake 1s equipped
with redundant fire dampers thut are closed
automatically on r»ce1pt of a sodiun fire sig-
nal. This signal 1s provided by a group of
three photoelectric-type aerosol detectors that
sample the main HVAC exhaust stream. A signal
1s generated when two out of three of the de-
tectors alarm. This system controls the re-
lease of ccxfcustion product aerosols to the
atmosphere and eliminates the potential for the
development of chimney-type air exchanges with
the outside atmosphere.

7. The accident was modeled, as shown In Fig-
ure 2, and *n»l/ze4 «1ng the SPCA-1 (Spray-
Pool Combustion Analysis) computer code. This
code was developed at Rockwell International's

Energy Systems Group specifically for this pur-
pose. The code coaputes simultaneous spray and
pool burning rates, heat transport, mass bal-
ances, aerosol generation rates, and cell vent-
ing rates. The initial spray burning rate was
calculated using the SPRAY-1II code and was
treated as an input to the SPCA code. The
initial spray burning rate was adjusted by SPCA
to account for the effect of changes 1n leak
rate and changes 1n the oxygen eole fraction in
the cell gas. The pool burning rate was calcu-
lated using the oxygen diffusion limited burn-
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1ng model developed for the SOFIRE-II code.
Pool burning 1s assumed to occur on the wetted
surfaces of the catch pan fire suppression deck
structure.

8. Preliminary analyses'of the accident indi-
cated that peak concrete temperatures were
below 175°C and the long-duration (greater than
24 h) temperatures remained below 90°C. Al-
though these temperstures are acceptable for
building structural design, questions remained
regarding the potential adverse effect of water
release from the heated concrete. The aerosol
release to the atrwsphere was less than 285 kg,
which is acceptable from the standpoint of the
impact on safety-related equipment.

Early Test Program
9"i A test program was initiated to demon-
strate the effectiveness of the catch pan fire
suppression deck system and to provide experi-
mental evidence of the consequences of large-
voTume spray fires.

10. Tests in which up to 180 kg of 540°C
sodium were discharged onto a small-scale
(1.3 m by 0.8 •) mockup of the catch pan fire
suppression deck system as a stream and ns a
spray were performed. In these tests, the
burning sodium flowed freely through the drain
pipes, and after flow stopped, the pipes
plugged with combustion products i, a 10- to
15-h time period, which effectively provided »
barrier between sodium and oxygen. The tests
demonstrated the fire suppression effectiveness
of the system sufficiently to justify testing a
large-scale prototype. Water tests were per-
formed to characterize the spray frorr a large-
volume piping leak. Water was discharged at
prototypic pressures and velocities through
rectangular cracks end circular orifices and
impacted onto various surfaces. These tests
demonstrated that the "worst case" spray (smal-
lest drop size and largest spray area) resulted
from • discharge through a circular orifice
Impacting a curved surface representative of an
adjacent pipe. Further tests were performed
with this configuration in which the water
drops were collected in liquid nitrogen dewars
•nd then sized by screening. The discharge
velocity was appropriately scaled to sinulate
sodium droplet formation. These tests yielded
an area sean drop diameter of 0.3 cm.

l*i. A large sodium fire test was performed In
which sodium at 540°C was discharged fro* a
Height of approximately 7.6 • onto a large-
scale (9 • by 6 •) prototypic catch pan fire
suppression deck system located on the floor of
a UOO-m3 concrete building. The sodium was
discharged through nozzles designed to produce
a spray droplet distribution with an area mean
diameter of 0.3 cm. The objective was to dis-
charge 25,000 1 of sodium at ar average rate of
265 1/m, The flow rate was selected to match
the test building cell gas temperature rate of
rise to the rate of rise predicted In the lar-
ger SGB under the MEFS leak conditions. How-
ever, prematurtly, with less than 760 7 of

sodium discharged, the test was terninated as a
result of a failure 1n the sodium process sys-
tem. Although the principal objective of the
test, demonstration of the effectiveness of the
catch pan fire suppression deck system, was not
achieved, the test provioed conclusive evidence
of deficiencies In pretest code predictions.
The measurements indicated that the initial
heat input rate to the cell gas was being
underestimated by as much as a factor of ten.
In addition, the concrete temperature at the
cell ceiling was higher than predicted and was
structurally unacceptable. The test cell
ceiling surface temperatures reached 260°C In
less than 6 min, at which time the test had
terminated.

Modified Design Approach
1Z~. To correct for We deficiencies 1n code
predictions, the SPCA-1I code was developed.
This code not only combines spray burning and
simultaneous pool burning effects but also
includes a spray droplet burning model and a
multinode gas circulation model that includes
heat transfer from each gas node to adjacent
concrete structures.

13. Updated analysis of the IHTS leak acci-
dent with 100X spray showed that the design
ajlowables for cell pressure, concrete tempera-
ture, structural steel temperature, and aerosol
release would be exceeded in the SGB cells.
The results of the analysis were reviewed 1n
terms of the following criteria.

Item

Peak pressure (k Pa,
Aerosol release (kg)
Concrete temperature
Structural steel

temperature (°C)

gauge)

(CC)

SGB
Design
Criteria

5
285
90

120

Predic-
tion

80
3600
760

815

A thorough review of the SPCA-II code by sev-
eral independent experts resulted 1n the con-
clusions that the >.ode predictions may be some-
what conservative but not unrealistic.

14. A large number of computer code calcula-
tions were performed to assess the impact on
the consequences of the IHTS accident due to:

. Changes In accident modeling

. Changes in leak parameters

. Changes in plant design.

A review of these cases dealing with changes 1n
modeling, e.g., larger drop diameter, reduced
spray height, »nd the Inclusion of structural
steel heat sinks, shows that although most of
the changes result In less severe consequences,
they are not sufficient to meet the criteria.
Lfkemise, changes In the Teak parameters asso-
ciated with actions to trip the sodium pump,
vent the expansion tank cover gas, and drain
the loop were rot sufficient to meet the
criteria.
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15. Two concepts involving plant design
changes were developed. Concept 1 Involved
insulating the ceiling and wall concrete sur-
faces to limit concrete temperatures. Con-
cept 2 Involved designing th« piping insulation
to mitigate the formation of a spray. It was
concluded that, although Concept 1 would reduce
concrete temperatures to acceptable levels, the
cell pressure, the structural steel tempera-
ture, and the aerosol release to the atmosphere
would still be unacceptable. On the other
hand, by designing the piping insuiation to
reduce the spray component by a factor of 10
and to minimize formation of small-diameter
droplets by preventing impact of high-velocity
sodium on adjacent structures, the design cri-
teria could be met.

16. The piping insulation design for CRBRP
consists of an Inner steel jacket that sur-
rounds the pipe and is supported from the
pipe. Thermal insulation surrounds the inner
jacket and is covered by an outer steel jac-
ket. The design approach to mitigate spray
formation in the event of a piping leak is to
contain the leaked sodium in the annulus (nomi-
nally 2.5 cm) between the pipe and the insula-
tion inner jacketing and to channel the sodium
out of the annulus through a drain pipe con-
nected to the inner jacket. The concept is
shown in Figure 3. Key features of the concept
include:

. An inner jacket capable of withstanding
sodium jet impingement loads from the
sodium leaks.

. A mechanical seal between the inner jacket
and penetrations, such as pipe clamps and
heater leads, to minimize sodium leakage
into the cell environment.

. A 20-cro-diameter drain connection to the
annulus between the pipe and the inner
jacket, sized to channel sodium into a
liquid stream with niniBUBi buildup of back
pressure in the annulus.

INNEP JACKET
PIPE CAMP SEAL

INNER
JACKET

LEAKAGE

Figure 3. Mitigated KEFS Leak Concept

17. Water tests were performed by Westinghouse
Electric, designer of the piping insulation, to
verify the performance of the design concept.
A 6 1-CJP-diameter pipe assembly that Included
the inner jacketing for both elbow and straight
pipe sections, interfacing pipe clanps, and
drain connection was tested. The flow and
structural design parameters were appropriately
scaled to simulate sodlin le&k performance
under the worst case design basis Teak condi-
tions In the IHTS piping.

The principal conclusions derived from the
testing were that:

. A cruciform flow straightener 1n the drain
connection Is required to oiniinize vortic-
fty and to reduce divergence and breakup
of the drain discharge stream

. The sodium leakage from cracks between the
inner jacket and penetrations will be less
than 5* of the IHTS pipe leakage

. The discharge from the drain is basically
a low-velocity liquid stream with less
than 10X spray droplets

. The spray droplets will have an average
diameter of 0.6 to 0.9 cm.

Large-Scale Sodium Test
19. Utilizing Erie modified piping insulation
design, the leak accident scenario is basically
the same as previously analyzed, except that
the spray portion of the MEFS leak is less than
151 of the total and the spray droplet diameter
is larger. The catch pan fire suppression deck
system is still required to extinguish the pool
burning. To verify the performance of the
catch pan fire suppression deck system under
realistic thermal loadings and to obtain exper-
imental evidence of the effectiveness of reduc-
ing t"he spray discharge, a sodium test was per-
formed using the test configuration shown in.
Figure 4. The discharge nozzle was designed to
simulate the discharge from a 61-cm-diameter
pipe insulation annulus drain-. Over 18,000 1
of 590°C sodium were discharged for a 13-min
interva1 onto a large (9 n by 6 oi) prototype
catch pan fire suppression deck system. The
sodium discharge rate was varied between
760 1/m ard 2650 I/a In order to assure the
•worst case" thermal impact on the fire sup-
pression deck and support structure. The
nozzle exit was positioned approximately 1.9 m
above the walkway grating. The test was con-
ducted in the Rockwell International Sodium
Fire Test Facility at Santa Susana, California.
The test facility consists of a rectangular
concrete building containing a control roon, a
test cell, and auxiliary offices. The test
cell is a 1400-ir concrete structure. Hot
gases were discharged to the atmosphere through
a vent equipped with t wet scrubber system that
provided a Means to collect and measure the
quantity of aerosols discharged. Fresh air was
supplied to the cell by Means of a blower to
assure that burning was not extinguished due to
a )»cfc of oxygen.

20. In addition to the catch pan fire suppres-
sion deck test article, the test cell contained
various candidate sodium aerosol detectors and
representative pipe hangers and srubbers. The
test articles, building structures, and cell
environment were fully instrumented to Measure
temperature; pressure; and oxygen, hydrogen,
and aerosol concentrations. Two video cameras
were used to view the cell interior. The Meas-
ured temperatures and pressures were compared
with predicted values calculated with the
SPCA-II code.
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Figure 4. Large-Scale Sodium Fire Test

21. The test results demonstrated that the
consequences of a sodium leak are greatly re-
duced by mitigating spray formation and that
the catch pan 'ire suppression deck system is
very effective in suppressing pool burning. In
comparison to the previous large-scale sodium
test, using a spray discharge, the cell gas and
structural temperatures in this test were sig-
nificantly reduced. Figure 5 shows the cell
gas average temperature versus time.. Except
for local hot-spot temperatures in the imnedi-
ate vicinity of the sodium stream, the peak gas
temperatures In the cell was less than 370°C.
During the earlier spray test, cell peak gas
temperatures were in excess of 700°C over a
significant volume of the cell.
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figure 5. Cell Gas Average Temperature

22. The temperature of the sodiua pool 1n the
catch pan 1s shown 1n Figure 6. The sodiua
temperature reached a peak of 590*C (the dis-
charge scxJ1u» temperature) *nd then decreased
continuously to freezing. The trend indicates
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Figire 6. Sodium Pool Tenperature

that significant burning was terminated when
the oxygen beneath the suppression deck was
exhausted. The overall effectiveness of the
systen 1s demonstrated by the ̂ otal quantity of
tod fun consumed. Of the 15,140 kg of sodium
discharged, 1t has been estimated that less
than 225 kg of sodfuc burned fn the cell and
©nly 35 kg burned underneath the fire suppres-
sion deck.

23. The fire suppression deck and support
structure steel temperatures were observed to
be as high as 760°C when wetted with sodiun.
Temperatures of steel exposed only to hot gases
were below 31S eC The «axiBu« •ovement of
steel structures due to these temperatures was
•easured to be approximately 3.8 cm, which was
judged to be acceptable since the fire suppres-
sion deck per for eed *d*1r»bly and there was no
structur*! d&wge which would illow significant
cxyjer to enter below the fire suppression d*ck.
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24. The pipe hangers and snubbers showed no
significant change 1n performance, based on
•easurements before and after the test. All
five photoelectric aerosol detectors responded
to the sodlun aerosols and transmitted an alara
prior to being functionally Impaired by the
fire environment.

Final Design and Analysis
T5~. Based on the wodlfled piping Insulation
design and the results of the tests, calcula-
tions were performed using the SPCA-II code to
evaluate the consequences of the IHTS leak
a:ddent In the SGB. The revised accident
scenario 1s depicted schematically 1n Fig-
ure 3. As need In the figure, a s«all per-
centage of the leaked sodium will enter the
cell at&csphere from the pipe clamp areas with
potential for spray formation. The remainder
will exit through the Insulation annulus drain
1n the for» of a columnated stream with an
associated spray component.

26. The accident 1s modeled as a spray of 0.6-
an-diameter drop'ets uniforsly distributed over
a 4.6-B-dismeter cylindrical spray region that
extends from the pipe elevation to the cell
floor, which was a fall of 14.3 •>. The droplet
volume was set equal to 15% of the total leak
volume, representing » 51 component from the
pipe clamp interfaces and a 10* component asso-
ciated with the column discharge. The droplet
diameter and quantity was determined frow pho-
tographs of the leakage at the pipe cla*p In-
terfaces during water tests. The percentage of
spray associated with the column discharge was
deduced from photographs of a column discharge
In another sisulated water test. The spray
diameter was selected on the basis that the
average ^'stance between pipe clamps 1s approx-
imately 4.6 m. A 5t spray component, near the
cell floor, was added to the calculation to
account for spray formation resulting fro* the
iwpact of the column discharge on the cell
floor. This »odel 1s believed to be « conser-
vative approximation of the accident scenario,
particularly since the actual discharge would
occupy a iwch smaller volume within which local
oxygen depletion would rapidly occur.

27. Figures 7, 8, and 9 depict typical results
for concrete tenperature, cell gas teirperature,
and aerosol release to the atmosphere froa the
S6B. The concrete temperature remains below
90"C, where water release fro* the concrete
will not add significantly to the accident con-
sequences. The average gas tenperature Is suf-
ficiently low to preclude excessive heating of
distributed steel structures and supports. The
quantity of aerosols released to the atmosphere
1s s«all and will not present a problea to the
site boundary or to the operation of safety-
related equipraent.

28. These results demonstrate the feasibility
of designing to accommodate • Targe sodlua
leak/fire accident. Although accidents of this
•agnitude »re not expected fro* Hquid Kttl
systems, the design concepts selected for CRBRP
accowxiste the design btris leak, which con-

servatively bounds ill realistic Teaks, tnd
provides assurance that the plant 1s protected,
both for safety and economy.

Figure 7. Ceiling Concrete Temperature
in Stean Generator Building
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Figure 8. Cell Gas Average Temperature
in Stet» Generator Building
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Figure 9. AerosoT Analysis of
Stea> Generator Building
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United Stales Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe-
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.
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